INTRODUCTION
Many central problems in complexity theory concern the effect of adding certain capabilities to resource bounded computing devices. Much research has focussed on nondeterminism, in particular on the most famous problems of this type, namely the question whether P = NP [5] , and the LBA problem (Le., the question whether LIN = NLIN, cf Kuroda [11] ). But there are also many other important problems of this type, for instance, log-space bounded Turing machines with an additional unbounded pushdown store are known to recognise exactly P [5] , but whether L = P is an open problem. With an additional polynomial time bound these machines recognise exactly those sets which are log-space reducible to contex-free languages [14] , but, again, whether L = LOGCFL is an open problem. In gênerai, these problems seem very difficult; for more restricted models, however, such as one-way machines, séparation results seem easier obtainable, and indeed a number of such results have been proved.
In this paper, we combine two approaches to problems of this type. On one hand, we define intermediate machine models which can use their extra power only in a restricted way. On the other hand, we study the effect of such limited additional power on one-way machines, and relate the results obtained here to the two-way case.
More precisely, extending an idea of Hartmanis and Mahaney [8] , we defïne machine models with restricted availability of nondeterminism and/or of an additional pushdown store. In a uniform way, these définitions yield several hiérarchies of complexity classes, relating the new ones to the wellstudied classes L, NL, LIN, NLIN, LOGDCFL, and LOGCFL. Séparation results are proved between the one-way and the two-way versions of these classes, and among the one-way classes. As our main resuit, we then show that many open inclusions among these classes are equivalent to each other, thereby obtaining several new formulations of the LBA problem. These equivalent formulations shed new light on this long-standing open problem [HH74] and provide a more précise understanding of its difficulty.
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS
Our basic computational model is the deterministic off-line Turing machine (TM), as defined in, e. g., [9] , with the slight différence that we consider the work tapes of an s(«)-space bounded machine to have, on input x, s(\x\) tape cells marked off at the beginning of the computation. This commonly made convention enables a one-way machine to use its full work tape even before it has read the complete input string, cf, e. g., [7] . We enhance Turing machines with two additional capabilities: nondeterminism, and auxiliary pushdown store.
Nondeterministic Turing machines (NTMs) are defined in the usual way (cf. Hopcroft, Ullman [9] ). A deterministic (nondeterministic) auxiliary pushdown automaton, DauxPDA (NauxPDA), is a Turing machine with an additional, unbounded work tape which can only be accessed as a pushdown store, i.e., the head on this tape can move to the right only when reading a blank (that is after popping the leftmost symbol). For a more detailed description of auxPDA see, again, Hopcroft and Ullman [9] . . Then EC ("End-C") is the class of ail languages which can be recognised by a Turing machine of type C which uses its additional power (z. e. nondeterminism and/or the pushdown) only after the last move of the input head. Similarly, BC ("Begin-C") consists of all those languages which are recognised by a C-type Turing machine which uses its additional power only before moving its input head.
In the usual way, we extend these définitions to situations where s and / are classes of functions, e.g., ENauxPDA [O (ri), 2
O{n) ], etc.
DÉFINITION:
For any of the classes C defined above, the class OW-C is defined like C with the additional restriction that the recognising machine is one-way (that is, it is allowed to scan the input only once). We make use of the following common abbreviations.
, and similarly for modifications by the préfixes "E", "B", and "OW".
Here and in the following, log dénotes O(\ogn), poly dénotes n O{1 \ lin dénotes O (n) and a dash indicates that no bound is employed.
Note that classes defined with at least linear work space are not changed by the "E" and "OW" modifications because a linear space bounded machine can copy the input onto one of its work tapes. This does also hold for the "B" case, because we can simply guess the input before starting the computation.
OW-NauxPDA
OW-ENaujcPDA OW-ED,auxPDA Figure 1 shows the main inclusions among the log-space and polynomial time bounded complexity classes defined above. They are all immédiate from the définitions. The diagram also shows strict inclusions; their strictness will be proved in Section 3.
For the sake of clarity, we have left out the tc B"-classes in the figure. There is an interesting relation between the "B"-and the "E"-classes through logarithmically bounded projections.
If C is any complexity class, then 3 C={L^I,*\L={x\3y\y\ glogjxj and j;xeL'}for some L'eC}.
log The "B"-and the "E"-classes are related by the 3-quantifier as follows. Finally, a string s of length at most log n is guessed, and the start of M's computation on s, followed by the original input is simulated until the end of the input is reached. It is checked if this simulation stops with the guessed configuration.
Conversely, suppose LeOW-BNL via M. Then L is in 3 OW-ENL via a log OW-ENTM which interprets the first log n symbols of the input as a description of the configuration M is in when leaving the nondeterministic phase. The rest of the input is then processed normally, and finally it is checked that the configuration given by the first part of the input is indeed reachable. O 
SEPARATION OF VARIOUS COMPLEXITY CLASSES
The computational power especially of the one-way machine models introduced in Section 2 is very limited. Due to this fact, we manage to demonstrate that some of the inclusions between the complexity classes shown in figure 1 are proper, namely those marked by double edges.
Most of these séparations follow from the following theorem, which states that even very simple languages cannot be recognised by one-way machines.
THEOREM:
The language {xx|xeL*} cannot be recognised by a OWNauxPDA in o(n) space.
Proof: See [3] or [16] for a proof using formai language-theoretic arguments. Another, more direct proof can be found in [12] . Proof: Note that the largest one-way class and the smallest two-way class we consider are OW-NauxPDA [log, poly] and L respectively. By Theorem 3.1 above, EQ: = {xx|xeZ*} is outside the class OWNauxPDAflog, poly], but clearly it is in L. So the resuit follows. D For the remaining séparations, we need some moré preliminaries:
LEMMA: OW-ENL is closed under complement.
Proof: Since, after entering the nondeterministic phase, the computation has no longer access to the input, one can use the method of Szelepcsényi [15] and Immerman [10] for recognising the complement. D
In contrast to OW-ENL, OW-NL is not closed under complement, since it does not contain EQ, but the complement of EQ is easily recognised by a one-way NTM M on logarithmic space: First M guesses the input length, n. If n is odd, M vérifies that n is indeed the input length and accepts. If n is even, M guesses some i^njl, vérifies both that the input string is of length n and that its zth and (w/2) +/th position differ, and accepts. Now, if M accepts all palindromes, then for each x of length n, there must be a computation for M which accepts xx R . Consider the map which assigns to each such x a configuration of the corresponding computation, namely the configuration after having read the first half of the input (that is, x). Because |E| 2 ">c s(2tt) (the cardinality of the domain is greater than that of the range), this map cannot be injective, so there are different strings x, y of length n which are mapped to the same configuration. Hence, M accepts both xy R and yx R and therefore does not recognise {xx R | x e E* }.
(Note that we did not have to take account of the pushdown because it can be used only after having read the entire input.) D Proof: Suppose L -NL. Let LeNLIN be recognised by a iinear space bounded NTM M. The language ExpPad(L) can be recognised by a logspace bounded NTM M', which-after testing if the input has the correct form-just simulâtes M on the non-redundant part of the input. By assumption, ExpPad (L) e L via a log-space bounded DTM M", so that L is recognised by a linear space bounded DTM which supplies the redundant part of the input while simulating M". D
The converse of Proposition 4.2 cannot be proved as easüy. NL = L seems to be a stronger proposition than LIN = NLIN. In fact, if we examine the proof of Proposition 4.2, we notice that actually not the full power of a logspace bounded NTM is used when simulating the linear space bounded NTM. So we can weaken the hypothesis of the theorem above, which leads to the following.
THEOREM: OW-ENLgL implies LIN = NLIN.
Proof: Almost exactly as for Proposition 4.2. The only step that has to be checked is the simulation of the linear bounded NTM in order to recognise ExpPad (L). For this, a OW-ENTM suffices. First, it copies the non-redundant part of the input on its work tape and then skips the redundant part. Here we need the slight modification of the standard Turing machine model made in Section 2: Before the machine starts its computation, the available space is marked on the work tape. So the machine can reject when exceeding the space bound.
After having read the input, the OW-ENTM can start its simulation, because now it has full access to its resources (here: to nondeterminism). D This result is stronger than Proposition 4.2, because the hypothesis was weakened. Is it now weak enough so that the converse also holds? Indeed, this is the case, as is shown below. log by a simulation on the non-redundant part of the input, which takes place when the entire input has been read and so the pushdown is available. Thus, using the hypothesis of the implication, ExpPad (L) e 3 OW-L. Therefore, log Le LIN, because the logarithmically bounded quantifier (which in the simulation becomes a linear bounded one) can be resolved by a deterministic search. Furthermore, 3 L = L: Simply simulate the quantifier by a deterministic log search. Modulo these equalities, the équivalences are proven in the theorem. D Note that by further examining the simulations used in the theorem, one can prove the following inclusions being equivalent to the above equalities, too: OW-ENL g L and OW-BNL g L.
DISCUSSION
In order to study the effect of adding both nondeterminism and an unlimited pushdown store to space bounded Turing machines, we have defined intermediate models in which pushdown store and/or nondeterminism are avilable only in a restricted way. We believe, and this view is confirmed by our results, that the computational power of machines, which can make use of their additional capabilities only when having no access to input, lies strictly between that of deterministic Turing machines and that of machines with unrestricted additional capabilities. There are, however, several ways of defining such models. Originally, we used the model of restricted auxiliary pushdown automaton (resPDA), as defmed by Buntrock [2] . A resPDA is an auxiliary pushdown automaton without input tape. Instead, the input is given in its pushdown store. This model is closely related to OW-auxPDA with restricted use of pushdown store, and in fact, we can show results about resPDA very similar to the results presented here. However, with the défini-tions given in this paper, restrictions in access to input and to pushdown store are clearly separated, and consequently, we find a more uniform spectrum of complexity classes and somewhat stronger results.
In conclusion, we feel that approaches such as this, namely qualitative restrictions in the use of additional capabilities will deepen our understanding of fundamental problems in complexity theory, and will, hopefully, eventually lead to séparation results.
